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Abstract: 

Objective: To determine the frequency of thyroid carcinoma in patients with goiter presentation at tertiary care 

Hospital.  

Material and Methods: This descriptive study was carried out in the general surgery department of Isra University 

Hospital Hyderabad from January 2012 to December 2015. All patients with goiter presentation were included. 
Diagnosis was performed with ultrasound, fine needle aspiration cytology and thyroid function tests, and they were 

offered surgery as treatment for suspicions of malignancy. The specimens were referred to diagnostic laboratory of 

Hospital for Histopathological examination to determine the incidence and types of malignancy in association with 

goiter.  

Results: Total 100 patients were selected, out of them 68(68%) were females and 32(32%) were male, 55% patients 

were found with solitary nodular presentation and 45% were found with multi-nodular goiter. 81% were found with 

benign tumor and 19% patients were found with malignant tumors. Majority of cases having solitary nodular goiter 

were found with benign tumor, while malignant tumors were found mostly in the patients with multi-nodular goiter.  

Among malignant tumors, papillary carcinoma was the most common. 

Conclusion:  Malignant carcinoma was highly associated with multi-nodular goiter presentation; it should be early 

detected on early presentation.  
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INTRODUCTION:  

Thyroid carcinoma is a relatively rare tumor, but 

represents the most frequent form of cancer of the 

endocrine glands. It may present either as a solitary 

nodule or as a dominant nodule in a multi-nodular 

goiter. It represents 01% of human neoplasias and its 

annual incidence is estimated worldwide from 0.5 to 

10:100,000 in world population [1]. Thyroid nodule 

has been reported to be found in 4% to 7% of the 

population and in 20%to 50% of population by 

ultrasonography [2,3]. Multi-nodular Goiter (MNG) 
had been traditionally thought to be at low risk 

malignancy as compared to a solitary nodule however 

various studies have reported a 7 to 17% incidence of 

malignancy in MNG5 [4,5]. The most common 

variety of malignancy which has been documented in 

the literature is papillary carcinoma, followed by 

follicular Carcinoma and follicular variety of 

papillary Carcinoma [6-8]. Clinical endocrinologists 

must educate the public and the medical community 

about the prevalence and importance of thyroid 

disease. Furthermore, clinical endocrinologists are an 
important source of information about available 

treatment modalities for thyroid disease. Several 

prognostic factors are important for predicting the 

outcome in patients with thyroid cancer; this 

information allows appropriate counseling and 

selective postoperative therapy [9, 10]. Long survival 

has been observed in a few patients with metastatic 

disease even without any systemic treatment and 

particularly when metastases are discovered at an 

early stage [11]. Therefore the purpose of this study 

to assess the frequency of thyroid carcinoma in 

patients with goiter presentation at tertiary care 

Hospital.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

This descriptive study was carried out in the general 

surgery department of Isra university Hospital 

Hyderabad from January 2012 to December 2015. 

All patients with goiter presentation were included. 

Diagnosis was performed with ultrasound, fine 
needle aspiration cytology and thyroid function test, 

and they were offered surgery as treatment for 

suspicions of malignancy. The specimens were 

referred to diagnostic laboratory Hospital for 

Histopathological examination to determine the 

incidence and types of malignancy associate with 

goiter.  

RESULTS 

Total 100 patients were selected, out of them 

68(68%) were females and 32(32%) were male, 55% 

patients were found with solitary nodular 
presentation and 45% were found with multi-nodular 

presentation of goiter. Out of 100 patients 81% were 

found benign tumor and 19% patients were found 

with malignant tumors. Majority of cases having 

solitary nodular goiter were found with benign tumor, 

while malignant tumors were found mostly in the 

patients with multi-nodular goiter.  Among malignant 

tumors, papillary carcinoma was the most common. 

 

Table 1: Patients distribution according to basic  

Characteristics n= 100 

Basic characteristics  Frequency/ % 

 

Age (mean +SD) 

 

Gender  

Male  

Female  

 

Residence  

Rural  

Urban   

 

 

48.5+6.23 years  

 

 

32/(32.0%) 

68/(68.0%) 

 

 

31/(31.0%) 

69/(69.0%) 
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Fig. 1: Patients distribution according to goiter  

Presentation n= 100 

 

 

Fig. 2: Patients distribution according to goiter  

Tumors   n= 100 
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Table 2: Patients distribution according  

Histopathology n= 100 

Types of carcinoma   Frequency/% 

Benign tumor n=81 

Thyroid carcinoma 

Adenoma  

Thyroiditis 

Colloid  

 

Malignant tumors n=19 

Papillary  

Follicular  

Medullary   
Anaplastic carcinoma 

 

 

10/(12.34%) 

33/(40.74%) 

20/(24.69%) 

08/(09.87%) 

 

 

10/(52.63%) 

04/(21.05%) 

04/(22.05%) 
01/(02.26%) 

 

 

DISCUSSION: 

Globally, incidence of thyroid cancer has increased 

by up to five-fold during the past 60 years [12]. The 

annual incidence of thyroid cancer varies 

considerably in different registries and is increasing 

in some European countries, USA and Canada [13]. 

There are several possible reasons for the increase in 

thyroid cancer and include ionizing radiation, sex 

hormones, iodine deficiency and other factors but the 

findings are inconsistent [14,15]. 
 

Traditionally patients with MNG have been 

considered less at risk of malignancy than those with 

single nodule. However, published report show that 

the incidences of malignancy in patients with single 

nodule dose not differ from those with MNG [16].  In 

this study out of total cases 68(68%) were females 

and 32(32%) were male, 55% patients were found 

with solitary nodular presentation and 45% were 

found with multi-nodular presentation of goiter. 

Similarly in the study of Inayatulklah et al [17] 

reported that the female predominated the male in the 

ratio of 7.5:2.5.  

 

In this study carcinoma was found 29% of the cases, 

out of them 19% cases having mutli-nodular goiter 

presentation. As well as multi-nodular goiter is a risk 

factor for epidemiologically ascertained thyroid 

malignancy [18]. Studies have demonstrated the 

incidence of malignancy in patient with Multi-

nodular goiter was higher than the incidence of 

general population [19].  A study which was 

conducted by Benzarti et al [19] in Tunis found a 
9.5% incidence of malignancy in Multinodular goiter. 

Whereas Alagic et al [20] reported an 8% incidence 

of malignancy in Multinodular goiter in his study.  

Prades et al [21] from France however reported quite 

a high incidence ie 12.2%.  Baloch MN [22] found 

malignancy 14% of cases. A rather lower prevalence 

rate of 11% was reported by Memon W et al [23]. In 

a recent study conducted at JPMC in Karachi, the 

frequency of thyroid malignancy was found to be 

15.33% [24]. In a similar study at JMPC Karachi, the 

author found malignancy in 14.35% [25].  In this 

series papillary carcinoma was found most common 

in the 10 cases. There appears to be general 

agreement in all these studies that papillary 
carcinoma is the predominant malignancy in multi-

nodular goiter goiter. Inayatulklah et al[17],  reported  

that papillary carcinoma was the most common 

thyroid malignancy. This is consistent with figure 

from various national and international studies [25]. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Malignant carcinoma was highly associated with 

multi-nodular goiter presentation. The risk of 

malignancy in multi-nodular goiter should not be 

under estimated as majority of the patients with 
thyroid cancers present with multi-nodular goiter. It 

is quite significant and is mostly of the papillary type. 

It should be early detected on early presentation. 
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